BY WELLPUTT

« Golf is a unique game and putting represents the biggest
opportunity for players to improve their score. 45% of the strokes
that we take are strokes made with a putter. »
Cameron McCormick, golf coach of Jordan Spieth
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THE JOURNEY BEGINS

THE WELLPUTT CONCEPT

Wellputt was created by Boris Pansart. With his innovative
vision, golf knowledge and partnerships with the best industries
and technologies, the Wellputt products are today considered
as some of the world’s best putting training concepts.

The Wellputt original designs were created in order to enhance
the golfer’s performance with innovative putting training aids.
The Wellputt Mat not only teaches you how to putt, but it will
make you an excellent putter. You will be able to work your
alignment, your touch, your routine and speed control.

It all started in 2010, when he invited some PGA Tour players
to his home, in France. He had organized some fun putting
games to play on his living room carpet. While playing, his
2 year old daughter came in the room and started drawing
circles and lines on the carpet with her chalk pastels. That’s
when it all clicked.

Over the years, Wellputt has become a leader of putting training
aids in the world, from a scientific understanding of golfers
and athletic performance. It has been tested and approved
by 2015 world’s best coach Cameron McCormick (coach of
Jordan Spieth) who is now our brand ambassador.
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WHAT?
This is the new Wellputt putting training concept.
The Big Tilt is a tilting platform that allows you to reproduce real game situations in order to
train effectively. The Big Tilt Pro Max is a package that includes the video projector with its
Well-Line Technology and an automated vacuum cleaner. The new Well-Line aiming system
offers a guided training program suitable for all level players to progress quickly with fun
exercises.

WHY?
We have created this concept to meet the needs of many golfers wanting to practice and
improve their putting skills with different green inclinations. By recreating real life game
situations, our training program will make you progress rapidly and in a playful way.

WHO?
This concept is suitable for to golfers. For the beginner wanting to understand the trajectories,
for the professional who wishes to teach putting with different analysis tools.
Our training program proposes exercises with increasing difficulty through the training. You
will have the opportunity to choose the training most suited to your level and you will be able
to record your progression.
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EDGE FOR
BALL STOPPING

TILT SLOPE SYSTEM
left/right or right/left
dictated by the app
tilts up to 5%

STANDARD SIZE 7.2x17ft
(2.2X5.2m)

SIZE ON-DEMAND
3 feet multiple

VACUUM CLEANER
automated and remote controlled
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VIDEO PROJECTOR
Well-Line system projection
CUSTOMIZED MAT
your logo, your colors

WELL-LINE
visualization system

ADAPTED
to fitting/analysis tools

LED BACKLIGHT
possible color change
(underneath platform) via the app

LOW PROFILE
to fit all the interiors
STANCE / FEET DISTANCE
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WELLPUTT TECHNOLOGY

The Well-Line Technology is a putting training program assisted by light
projections which indicates to the player the ideal putting trajectories. This is the
new high-tech product of Wellputt.

TILTED 0%

Coupled with the Big Tilt, this new training concept puts the player in a real game
situation with uphill and downhill putts. The Well-Line system will indicate to the
player several trajectories allowing him to hit his putts with more confidence and
certainty. He will be able to visualize the ideal trajectories according to the angle
of the tilted platform and then be able to reproduce them on a real green.

TILTED 5% (max)

right / left

TILTED 3%

TILTED 0%

flat

TILTED 5% (max)

left / right

TILTED 5%
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FALL IN LINE

the safest line for second putt

WELLPUTT LINE

the good zone / the best chance
to succeed in one putt

AGRESSIVE LINE

the most direct and fastest line
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APP TRAINING PROGRAMS

Available on iOS & Android, smartphones & tablets
Get your exclusive putting exercises for your Big Tilt Pro Max,
available on your mobile phone and tablets!
We developed a simple and intuitive app so that you could train
freely on your platform at home or with your coach.
This app proposes a variety of different exercises and training
programs designed by professional coaches, to improve your
putting skills. Each program has a number of exercises suited to
your needs and to your level in putting.
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FREE EXERCISES
tilt it as you want

UNIQUE TRAINING PROGRAM
with more than 10 different programs

INNOVATIVE TRAINING
with Well-Line Technology

PERFORMANCE PROGRAM
with an auto-evaluation system

MORE THAN 150 EXERCISES
FOR YOU TO TRAIN WITH !

RYTHMIC PROGRAM
get the right putting rythm

SPEED CONTROL

learn to manage your ball speed

AIMING PROGRAM

practice your target precision

SIDE PUTTS/UPHILL PUTTS/
DOWNHILL PUTTS
train for real life situations

SLOPE READING WITH WELL-LINE
visualization of the right trajectories

TIMING PRESSURE

learn to play under pressure with a time limit

GAMES

single & multiplayer

